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Between. Sometimes.
Mostly. Often. Probably.
Presumably. Rather.
Simultaneously. Always. Perhaps.
Also. Or. Together. In between.
More. With. Without. And.

The Belgian Art & Design Fair celebrates creation
—somewhere between art and design. But especially creation as such, without necessarily categorizing it. Sometimes this. Sometimes that. Mostly
in between.
BELGIAN — as to the gaze.
BA&DF focuses on the work of Belgian artists and
designers. Often noticed abroad, they are just as
often overlooked in their own country. Our gaze
is Belgian, without necessarily defining what
exactly this Belgian gaze stands for. Because it
probably cannot be defined. As it probably does
not want be to either. It would rather exist as a
contradiction. And embrace that contradiction.
ART — d’un côté.
The term art refers to a domain. A collection
of disciplines. A field. At the same time, the art
world never stops changing. With constantly
innovating collaborations between artists,
galleries, exhibition organizers, collectors,
patrons and curators. BA&DF wants to give
this complexity a chance to show and develop
itself. With like-minded and dissenting people
– perhaps mostly dissenters. With Wim
Lambrecht as curator.
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Doorzon interieurarchitecten & Theo De Meyer
A first drawing
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The fair

DESIGN – On the other hand.
The term design also refers to a domain. A field
of expertise. A craft. With creators, designers,
crafts, companies and producers. With storytelling objects. Handmade or high-tech.
Functional or aesthetic. Unique or in series. And
preferably: all of the above. With Doorzon interior
architects and Theo De Meyer as curators.
FAIR — as a place.
The fair as a show. As a meeting. As a celebration.
In the Floralies hall in Ghent. With a scenography
of tents — to keep dry, and to gather under one
roof. A tent with a square for furniture. And works
of art. A tent with rooms and walls for galleries
and shops. A tent for a market, with objects on
tables. And much more in between. Scenography
by Doorzon interior architects and Theo De Meyer.

BA&DF as a funfair for art and design.
Two different worlds. With many more worlds
in between. Sometimes with each other. Sometimes without. But above all, with and without
taken together.
text: Bart Decroos

THE
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Doorzon interieurarchitecten & Theo De Meyer
Isometry scenography

A

The rooms

A.1
A.2
A.3

ROOM
DOUBLE ROOM
SUITE

B

The walls

B.1
B.2

WALL 4 – INDIVIDUAL ARTIST
WALL 8 – GALLERY

C

The carpets

C.1
C.2

MEDIUM CARPET
LARGE CARPET

D

The tables

D.1
D.2
D.3

SMALL TABLE
MEDIUM TABLE
LARGE TABLE

E

The square
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The Scenography
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A

The rooms
Each room is a separate space, with two walls and a
carpet, to show art works or design objects.
The rooms are reserved for galleries, design studios and
collectives, companies, shops.
Participants are free to organize their room according to
their own preferences as long as it provides a representative, fresh and well-organized image of their identity.
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The rooms

Guillaume Bijl
‘Lustrerie Média’
Installation view at S.M.A.K., Ghent, BE (2008)
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The booths

A.1

ROOM

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
●
●
●
●
●
●

A.2

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

A.3

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
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The rooms
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€ 7.900,00
VAT 21% excl.

Surface area: 8 m × 4 m
Number of walls: 1 × 8 rm + 1 × 4 rm (2-sided) = 16 rm
General lighting: 9 spots
Lettering: Name of the gallery/participant + artist/designer
1 table and 1 chair
Invitations for your contacts:
• 100 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 100 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

SUITE
●
●
●
●
●
●

VAT 21% excl.

Surface area: 4 m × 4 m
Number of walls: 2 × 4 rm = 8 rm
General lighting: 4 spots
Lettering: Name of the gallery/participant + artist/designer
1 table and 1 chair
Invitations for your contacts:
• 60 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 100 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

DOUBLE ROOM
●
●
●
●
●
●

€ 3.950,00

Surface area: 8 m × 4 m – semicircle
Number of walls: 1 × 8 rm = 8 rm
General lighting: 7 spots
Lettering: Name of the gallery/participant + artist/designer
1 table and 1 chair
Invitations for your contacts:
• 80 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 100 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

The booths

€ 5.800,00
VAT 21% excl.

B

The walls
The walls are intended for showing two- or three-dimensional art works or objects, as far as they don’t exceed the
boundaries of the booth’s reserved space.*
The walls are meant for individual artists, galleries and
shops. They communicate with the other booths.
The curators prefer individual presentations or balanced
compositions gathering different artists or designers that
are representative of the participant's identity.

*Space boundaries delimited by a two meter wide carpet strip.
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The walls

Imi Knoebel
Installation view at Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, Wolfsburg, DE
(2014)
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The booths

B.1

WALL 4 Individual artist

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
●
●
●
●

B.2

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
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The walls
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VAT 21% excl.

Number of walls: 1 × 4 rm = 4 rm
General lighting: 2 spots
Lettering: Name of the artist
Invitations for your contacts:
• 40 Opening Invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 75 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

WALL 8 Gallery
●
●
●
●
●

€ 1.900,00

Number of walls: 2 × 4 rm = 8 rm
General lighting: 4 spots
Lettering: Name of gallery + artist
1 tabel and 1 chair
Invitations for your contacts:
• 60 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 100 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

The booths

€ 3.800,00
VAT 21% excl.

C

The carpets
The carpets serve as a background for a constellation of spatial
works and design objects, all carefully selected and harmoniously
brought together by the curators.
Both artists and designers are eligible to have their work shown
here.
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The carpets

Nathalie Du Pasquier
Don’t Take These Drawings Seriously 1981-1987
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The booths

CARPET Medium
INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
●
●
●
●

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
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The carpets
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VAT 21% excl.

Surface: 2.5 m × 2.5 m
General lighting: 3 spots
Lettering: Name of the artist, designer, studio
Invitations for your contacts:
• 40 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 75 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

CARPTES Large
●
●
●
●

€ 1.250,00

Surface: 3 m × 3 m
General lighting: 3 spots
Lettering: Name of the artist, designer, studio
Invitations for your contacts:
• 40 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 75 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

The booths

€ 1.900,00
VAT 21% excl.

D

The tables
The clothed tables are conceived as a market under a tent. They
are ideal for displaying smaller objects.*
The tables are reserved for all crafts as well as craft related art &
design (ceramics, textile design, jewel design, …)

* Round clothed tables are provided by the organization.

The sizes given are presumed sizes which will be specified in more detail after manufacturing.
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The tables

Doorzon interieurarchitecten and FELT
Object stories
Installation view at Design Museum, Gent, BE (2019)
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The booths

D.1

TABLE Small

± 1,20 m diameter

€ 500,00
VAT 21% excl.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
● General lighting: 3 spots
● Lettering: Name of the artist, designer, studio
● Invitations for your contacts:
• 20 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 30 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

D.2

TABLE Medium

± 1,50 m diameter

€ 750,00
VAT 21% excl.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
● General lighting: 3 spots
● Lettering: Name of the artist, designer, studio
● Invitations for your contacts:
• 20 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 30 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)

D.3

TABLE Large

± 1,80 m diameter

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
● General lighting: 3 spots
● Lettering: Name of the artist, designer, studio
● Invitations for your contacts:
• 20 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 30 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)
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The tables
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The booths

€ 950,00
VAT 21% excl.

E

The square
The square is a place to meet and exchange, with plenty of art and
design objects from different artists and designers.
It is reserved for the presentation of furniture and art works that
were carefully selected and brought together as an exhibition by
the curators.
Participants can register per object. The maximum size of a
submitted object is 1,5 m in width and in length, and 4 m in height.
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The square

Martin Kippenberger
The Happy End of Franz Kafka’s “Amerika”
Installation view at Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh, USA (1999)
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The booths

E.1

The square

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
● General lighting
● Lettering: Object + designer
● Invitations for your contacts:
• 15 Opening invitations – print (valid for 2 persons)
• 30 Public invitations – digital (valid for 2 persons)
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The square
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The booths

300,00 €
/ Object

VAT 21% excl.

IN BETWEEN
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In between
‘In Between’ is the place for various additional aspects that don’t
take up space on the square, in the rooms, on the walls, on the
carpet or on the tables. You will find here for instance the content
programme of the Belgian Art & Design Fair. Its objective is to
keep a finger on the pulse and to highlight the complex topicality
of the art and design scene.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Ugo La Pietra
Giardino all’italiana
Installation view at CERSAIE Fiera, Bologna, IT (1990)
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Tributes
Lectures and interviews
Curated Exhibitions
Installations and Trend rooms
Collaborations Company & Artist, Company & Designer
Bookshop
Local catering offer
Showcases

In between

START

TO

COLLECT
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Start To Collect
With Start To Collect, the Belgian Art & Design
Fair intends to approach the large group of
persons who are interested in art and design
but less familiar with the art and design market.
This initiative aims to develop the enthusiasm
for buying and collecting within a larger audience. Start To Collect explores a new audience
on behalf of the BA&DF participants by offering
a programme of studio and gallery visits, crash
courses and guided tours. The prejudices and
rigidity surrounding the art and design world will
be competently dismantled in order to make way
for a curious and open approach.
Start To Collect not only offers an accessible
exploration of the art and design world, but also
an in-depth view of the participants’ programme
before, during and after the fair. By doing so, we

ensure continuous attention, all year round, for
BA&DF, its participants and the Belgian art and
design scene. During the fair, Start To Collect
activates visitors through workshops and guided
tours that introduce them to the participants.
Start To Collect works as a club with an annual
membership. What distinguishes Start To Collect
from other collectors or museum clubs is its
eclectic programme and its focus on both art
and design, which for connoisseurs too can be
interesting additions to the existing offer. Start
To Collect is an initiative of the Belgian Art &
Design Fair.

www.starttocollect.be

* Kunst Aan Zet is an interest-free art loan for private individuals which allows them to purchase an artwork or unique
design object from a Flemish or Brussels artist and to pay in installments. For more information: kunstaanzet.be.
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THE
CURATORS
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DESIGN

A

Doorzon interior architects
& Theo De Meyer

Stefanie Everaert and Caroline Lateur are
working together as Doorzon interior architects
since 2005. They started their careers in Maarten
Van Severen's studio, working at first mainly
for private individuals, from new builds and
renovations to smaller assignments such as
custom-made furniture. Over the past 15 years,
their field of activity has expanded to public
and international projects, multiple competition
designs, scenography and exhibitions.
In 2016, for example, they curated the Belgian
pavilion at the Venice Biennale of Architecture,
in collaboration with de vylder vinck taillieu
architects and Filip Dujardin. For the Design
Museum in Ghent they created a new
scenography for the permanent collection in
collaboration with FELT architects Ghent. In
addition to the creation and design, they also
curated the first temporary exhibition within the
new setup.

B

C
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Doorzon interior architects
and Theo De Meyer
P: Photograffiti-kaatje
A

B
Doorzon interior architects
kitchen HEM
P: Filip Dujardin

C
Theo De Meyer for Manor Grunewald
Goods Between Floors - Berthold Pott Gallery Cologne
P: Alexander Böhle
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The curators

Caroline and Stefanie both teach at Leuven
University (Faculty of Architecture, Sint-Lucas
Campus Ghent) since 2016.
Theo De Meyer is an architect operating between
multiple practices. Among other things, he
works as a project architect for jan de vylder inge
vinck architects and as an assistant at the ETH
University in Zürich. Through collaborations with
artist Manor Grunewald and Doorzon interior
architects, Theo De Meyer developed his own
independent and still expanding field, including
scenography as well as furniture and architecture.
Theo forms with Doorzon interior architects the
core of the Stand Van Zaken modular collective,
creator of furniture and architecture through
collaborations with specialists in various fields.
Stand Van Zaken supports the creation and
development of objects, buildings and ideas by
relying on shared enthusiasm.

ART

Wim Lambrecht

Wim Lambrecht (°1973) is Head of LUCA School
of Arts campus Sint-Lucas Visual Arts Ghent. In
addition to being a lecturer and researcher, he
is also active as an artist and curator. He likes to
connect different artistic disciplines and brings
them to the public in the form of exhibitions,
performances, concerts, plays and books, all
within a contemporary artistic context. He is also
a board member at the HISK (Higher Institute for
Fine Arts), Kunsthal Gent and Smoke & Dust/019.
As a curator he made exhibitions at the
University Library Leuven, S.M.A.K., STUK,
NRW Forum Düsseldorf, Museum dr. Guislain,
the Serbian pavilion at the Venice Biennale,
the Abtenhuis in Geraardsbergen, the Raveel
Museum, etc.
A

B

C
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A
Wim Lambrecht
P: Han Decorte

B
Dear Reader
The Prélude Pathétique
P: Dear Reader

C
Heidi Voet (Installation) & Kris Martin (Print)
A Whole New World A Go-Go & Erstarrung
P: Dirk Pauwels; Courtesy of S.M.A.K
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The curators

THE
TEAM
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Who is involved?
The Belgian Art & Design Fair focuses this year on a complete
renewal. Behind the scenes, many people participate in this new
story, which aims to be sharper, more exciting and unique.
The BA&DF think tank includes:
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● ORGANIZATION
Collaboration between Nestor Creative Event
Organizers and IJV-IFAS npo
• Harry Vanhoyweghen
— founder and managing director BA&DF
• Jan de Geest
— General Director IJV-IFAS npo
• Loïc Willemot
— operation coordinator
• Veerle Tuytschaever
— media coordinator
● CURATOR ART
• Wim Lambrecht
— Head of LUCA School of Arts campus
Sint-Lucas Visual Arts Ghent
● DESIGN & SCENOGRAPHY CURATORS
• Caroline Lateur and Stefanie Everaert
— Doorzon interior architects
• Theo De Meyer
— architect
● START TO COLLECT
• Alix Nemery
— operation coordinator
• Mathieu Cieters
— social media

● THINK TANK
• Moniek Bucquoye
— senior advisor design
• Daan Rau
— founder VZW Amarant
— art critic
• Johan Valcke
— honorary director Design Vlaanderen
— gallery owner
• Christophe Urbain
— founder Atelier Ecru
— co-director Barbé Urbain Gallery
• Guillaume Van Moerkercke
— art director Ad Random
— artist
• Steven Vercruysse
— interior architect
— sales consultant Fritz Hansen
● COMMUNICATION
• Club Paradis
● GRAPHIC DESIGN
• StudioStudio.be

GENERAL INFORMATION

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Nestor Creative Event Organizers
Content Relations
+32 9 241 55 10
content@ba-df.be

IJV-IFAS vzw
Operation Office
+32 9 241 55 00
operation@ba-df.be
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The team
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P: Ommery De Zutter
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Application for Participation
All art applications

application-art@ba-df.be

All design applications

application-design@ba-df.be

APPLICATION FEE
A.1 Room
A.2 Double Room
A.3 Suite

VAT 21% excl.

75,00 €
75,00 €
75,00 €

B.1
B.2
C.1
C.2

Wall 4:
Wall 8:
Carpet Medium:
Carpet Large:

35,00 €
75,00 €
35,00 €
35,00 €

D.1
D.2
D.3
E.1

Table Small:
Table Medium:
Table Large:
The square:

35,00 €
35,00 €
35,00 €
35,00 €

DOCUMENTS TO PROVIDE
● Proposal for a presentation at the fair
(max. 250 words)
● Overview of the works / objects / products to
be exhibited with photos and mention of all
credits
● Text about the exhibited artist(s), designer(s)
and/or product(s) (max. 250 words)
● Text about the participant’s motivation +
history (max. 250 words)

● List of represented artists / designers /
products
● General price category of the works / objects /
products
● Max. 10 images of exhibitions / presentations
and/or works / objects / products with
mention of all credits
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